
Widely read and cited by researchers and policymakers, the Journal of
Money, Credit, and Banking is a primary economicsjournal reportingmajor
findings in the study of monetary and fiscal policy, credit markets, money
and banking, portfolio management, and related subjects. Editors:
Stephen 6. Cecchett) and Paul D. Evans. Ohio State University.

Recent and Forthcoming Articles:
DeJure Interstate Banking: Why Only Now? (Money, Credit, and Banking Lecture)

Edward]. Kane
Post-War U.S. Business Cycles: An Empirical Investigation Robert]. Hodrick and
Edward C. Prescott

Liquidity Effects, Monetary Policy, and the Business Cycle L.awrence J. Chri~tiano
and Martin Eichenbaum

Taxation and Intergenerational Transfers withFamily-Size Heterogeneity: Do
Parents with More Children Prefer Higher Taxes? Gregory D. Hess and Athanasios
Orphanides

Monopolistic Competition, Increasing Returns, and the Effects of Government
Spending MichaelB. Devereaux, Allen C. Head, and Beverly]. Lapham

War Debt, Moral Hazard, and the Financing of the Confederacy Herschel!. Grossman
and Taejoon Han

Banks’ Responses to Deregulation: Profits, Technology, and Efficiency David B.

Humphrey and Lawrence B. Pulley

PLUS
Derivatives and Intermedintiun—papers and comments from a conference
sponsored by the Federal Reserve Bank of Cieveland. A JMCB Special issue
supplement (August 1996)—free with order for subscription.

Payment Systems—papers and comments from a conference sponsored by the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. A .JMCB Special issue supple-
ment (November 1996)—free with order for subscription.
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CriticalReview
An interdisciplinary journal focusing on the

effects of market and state on human well-being.

“An exciting corner in the great marketplace of competing ideas.
Most readers will usually find that Critical Review contains much to disagree with,

but little that is boring, unimportant, or anything other than
stimulating or provocative?’ — Israel M. Kirzner

“A breath of fresh air for libertarian scholarship..., a much needed outlet
for truly critical expression within the libertarian academy?’ — Chris M. Sciaharra

“Already a major force, it is we)) written and well edited; its scholarship is sound,
and free from the embarrassing lack of sophistication that has plagued so much
classical—liberal scholarship and opinion.... I have never shown it to a colleague,

left, right, or center, who wasn’t impressed by it?’ — Stephen Coat

“The most fascinating interdisciplinary journal in existence, it is especially
important for classical liberal scholars, since it encourages a realistic and

empirically grounded, yet philosophically rigorous appraisal of
different social systems?’ — Peter J. Boettke

IN RECENT ISSUES (back issues available):

Art and Capitalism
Keynes and Capitalism

Rational Choice Theory and Political Science (DOUBLE IssuE)
Public Opinion In Mass DemocracIes

The Worldwide Retrenchment of the Welfare State

FORTH COMING:

PeterJ. Boettke, Seymour Martin Lipset, Steven Lukes, Alan Ryan onE A, Hayek

• special issue on nationalism

• the origins of the modem state
special issue on Tibor Scitovsky’s Joyless Economy after 20 years

Karl Polanyi’s The Great Transfonnation after ~oyears
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Single issues Sm, double issues szo. I—year (4—issue) subscriptions: $29 U.S., $~Sforeign,
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orvisa/MC number and expiration date to: CRITICAL REvIEW. P.O. Box 1254, Dept. 4L,
Danbury, CT 06813, or fax credit card information to (aol) 794—1007, or e—mail critrcv@aol.com.
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JOURNAL OF
LABOR RESEARCH

Symposium and Selected Articles Forthcoming inVolume XVIII, 1997

Salting and Other Union Tactics in the Construction industry
Herbert Ii. Northrup, Linda B. Alas-io, A. 1. Thieblot, Gau-y B. Hess, Michael B. Lucas,

Philip A. Miscimarra, and Andrew M. Altschul

Union Wealth: The Bargaining Power Implications Marick F. Masters

Why Unions Support Mandated Benefits

The Retirement Behavior ofWorkers Covered by Union
and Nonunion Pension Plans

Dwight R. Lee

Jay Stewart

Teachers’ Unions, Productivity, and Minority Student
Achievement

Martin Milkman

Does the Early Bird Always Get the Worm?
Market Institutions and the Timing ofEmployment Decisions

Is Labor-Management Climate Important?
Some Canadian Evidence

Xiaolin Xing

Terry H. Wagar

Employer-Initiated Elections, 1968—1992

Managing Human Resource Shortages in a Unionized Setting:
Best Practices In Air Traffic Control

Pensions and Job Search: Survey Evidence from Unionized
Workers in Canada

A Dynamic Model of Public Sector Employer Response
to Unionization

Employee Participation and Assessments of Support for
Organizational Policy Changes

The Impact of Changing Union Density on Earnings Inequality:
Evidence from the Private and Public Sectors

The Effect of Unions on Professors’ Salaries:
The Evidence over Twenty Years

The Changing Determinants ofU.S. Unionism:
An Analysis Using Worker-Level Data

Interfirm Wage Differentials in a Local Labor Market:
The Case ofthe Fast-Food Industry

Clyde Scott, Kim Hester
and Edwin Arnold

Edward George Fisher
and Vitor Marciano

Andrew A. Luchak

Linda C. Babcock
and John B. Engberg

Susan Schwochau,
John Delaney, Paul Jarley
and Jack Fiorito

Martin A. Asher
and Robert H. DeFina

Javed Ashraf

Keith A. Bender

Madelyn V. Young
andBruce E. Kaufman
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CONSTITUTIONAL
POLITICAL ECONOMY

Advisory Editor Editors
JAMES M. BUCHANAN VIKTORJ. VANBERG

Nobel Laureate RICHARD E. WAGNER

‘Yet, although the problem of a,a appropriate social order as today
studied from the different angler of economics, jurisprudence, political
science, sociology, andethics, theproblem is one which can be approached
success/ally only as a whole.”

Pr~edr~chA. von Hsyek
The journal CONSTITUTIONAL POLITICAL ECONOMY iS a forum for papers

in the broad area of constitutionai analysis, which lies at the intersection of several
approaches in modern economics. All of these approaches share an interest in
systematically integrating the institutional dimension—the study of political, legni, and
moral inscitutiOns—intO economic analysis.

Though irs primauy locus is in economics, CONSTITUTIONAL POLITICAL
ECONOMY has an explicit interdisciplinary orientation. One of irs aims is to invite
and encourage interdisciplinary exchange, including contributions from the various
social sciences, philosophy, law, etc. Accordingly, CONSTITUTIONAL POLITICAL
ECONOMY places particular emphasis on articles which, in style and substance, are
suitable to this end. Theoretical papers and empirical studies are published, as well
as contributions to constitutional policy issues. Reviews of pertinent books are also
included.

To receive more information about CPE or to submit a paper, write to the editorial
office:

Constitutional Political Economy
Center for Study of Public Choice
George Mason University
Fairfax, Virginia 22030-4444

To subscribe to CPE please encloseyour check or money orderwith your subscription.

Please send a sample copy 0
Please enter my individual subscription $27 0
Please enter my institutional subscription $65 0
(Subscribers outside the U.S. odd $9 for air delieery or $6/or soar/ace tmail.)
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Institution

Street —

City/State/Zip



Cato Institute

Founded in 1977, the Cato Institute is a public policy research
foundation dedicated to broadening the parameters of policy debate
to allow consideration of more options that are consistent with the
traditional American principles of limited government, individual
liberty, and peace. To that end, the Institute strives to achieve greater
involvement of the intelligent, concerned lay public in questions of
policy and the proper role of government.
The Institute is named for Cato’s Letters, libertarian pamphlets that

were widely read in the American Colonies in the early 18th century
and played a major role in laying the philosophical foundation for
the American Revolution.

Despite the achievement of the nation’s Founders, today virtually
no aspect of life is free from government encroachment. A pervasive
intolerance for individual rights is shown by government’s arbitrary
intrusions into private economic transactions and its disregard for
civil liberties.

To counter that trend, the Cato Institute undertakes an extensive
publications program that addresses the complete spectrum of policy
issues. Books, monographs, and shorter studies are commissioned
to examine the federal budget, Social Security, regulation, military
spending, international trade, and myriad other issues. Major policy
conferences are held throughout the year, from which papers are
published thrice yearly in the Cato Journal. The Institute also pub-
lishes the quarterly magazine Regulation.

In order tomaintain its independence, the CatoInstitute accepts no
government funding. Contributions are received from foundations,
corporations, and individuals, and other revenue is generated from
the sale of publications. The Institute is a nonprofit, tax-exempt,
educational foundation under Section 501 (c)3 of the Internal Reve-

nue Code.

CATO INSTITUTE

1000 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001



THE PRESERVATION OF LIBERTY
liii atiotmal institutions, calciil atcd for the preservation of’ lihorly,
mstcad of calling upon the citizen to act for himself, and to maintain
lns rights, should give a security, requiring, on his part, iio personal
attention or ellort; this seeming perfection of government might weak-
en the band.s of’ society, and., upon maxims of independence, separate
and estrange the dift rout ranks it was meant to reconcile.

—Adam Ferguson

An Essay on I/ic 1-Jishny ofCivil Societmj.
Edited by Fania (Jz-Salzhcrgcr (Now York:
Cambridge University ]?rcss, 1995), 1.82,


